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Press for house doors

Easy control panel. There is a display to choice working 
mode, allows change some parameters, alarm 
management and control in manual mode of press and 
trolley.

The machine is a pneumatic press with four working stations, designed to perform the assembly and fixing of wooden strips that 
make rectangular doors. 

Once the components of a door have been placed correctly into the pressing area, the machine adjusts the components in 
order to ensure that they are correctly positioned, and then engages a clamping system which operates in two perpendicular 
directions (X and Y). 

Extra option.

Trolley “CDA” to allows 
automatically unload pressed 
doors to work in assembly line and 
provide doors to finishing modules 
“MA”, cleaning area, packaging 
machine through conveyor belts, 
rollers, etc.

Optionally, the machine can be equipped with an auto-
matic unloading trolley to transport the pressed doors to 
another location.



PRESS SPECIFICATIONS

Max. / min. door length (x) 2.060 / 1.960 mm

Max. / min. door width (y) 1.100 /  640 mm

Max. door thickness 50 mm

PRESS STRENGTH

Maximum lateral strength (Fx) 600 kg

Maximum frontal strength (Fy) 1.200 kg

PRESS ELEMENTS

Pneumatic cylinder (x + y) (4 + 2) per face

Int. diameter / stroke (x , y)
(Ø80 x 480) , (Ø80 x 100) 

mm

NEUMATIC CONNECTION

Maximum operating pressure 7 Bar

Consumption ( 1 cycle) 20 Nl.

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

Voltage / Frecuency 400v III+N+Pe / 50Hz.

Electrical power 0.5 kw

OVERALL DIMENSIONS / WEIGHT

Transport dimensions LxWxH 4.300 x 2.650 x 2.300 mm

Weight 3.700 kg
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EXTRA OPTIONS
A.Safety optical barrier.
B.Automatic unloader trolley.
(Automatic unloader trolley that allows insert the 
press into an assembling line. This trolley provide pres-
sed doors to line to clean it, finish, pack and stack 
automatically the doors).

TECHNICAL  CHARACTERISTICS
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